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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The iceberg analogy is good.  Most of the problem is hidden.  We don’t KNOW how much oil we have underground.  And broadly speaking, the size of this problem isn’t one that people broadly anticipate or appreciate.�



This trend isnThis trend isn’’t sustainablet sustainable
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Eight fold increase

Source: Dr. Peter Wells, Neftex (11/05)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The Hirsch Report—”The Peaking of World Oil Production: Mitigation, Impacts & Risk Management,” published in Feb 2005—changed the paradigm.  The focus shouldn’t be on the “when” question, but on the fact that the peak is likely to happen soon enough that we should be working HARD on the transition today (actually, a decade or two ago).�



OverviewOverview

•• Natural gas contextNatural gas context
•• World oil contextWorld oil context
•• Responses to the Responses to the 

problemproblem
–– This is where This is where youyou come income in
–– To date, most responses To date, most responses 

arenaren’’t based in good t based in good 
science and steer science and steer 
incentives the wrong wayincentives the wrong way

The 
the

The 
the

Mayor of 
Huntington 
Beach

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
We’re tired of efficiency resembling what Mark Twain described as everyone’s response to weather: “everyone talks about it, but nobody does anything about it.”  (US’s on-road fleet has declined in efficiency during the last 10 years…, from 22+ mpg in 1985 to around 21 mpg today [excluding trucks]).�



There are two camps, two There are two camps, two 
views about the peak oil and views about the peak oil and 
gas gas ““theoriestheories””

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Two extremes dominate the landscape: The Doomers vs. The Optimist Club.  Both extremes tend towards unhelpful language.  (During 9/06, CERA’s Bob Esser said to Business Week Online, “from our perspective, peak oil theory is garbage.”�



CERA vision, natural gas styleCERA vision, natural gas style

• 2002 projection: North 
American nat.gas 
production to increase 
15% (by 2010)

•2006 reality: North Am. 
Production flat

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
CERA has the ear of Congress and the oil industry, yet their crystal ball is just as cracked as many others.  Bad projection back in 2002; or at least, the trend is STRONGLY in the wrong direction.�

http://www.cera.com/home/1,2284,,00.html


CERACERA--vision, by 2010 = +15%vision, by 2010 = +15%

Peaked in 1973
Secondary 
peak: 2001

Source: US EIA data

US Natural Gas Production 1930 - 2007
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Peaked in 1972

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Here’s the contrast between projected production and actual production.�

http://www.cera.com/home/1,2284,,00.html


Timing: US Timing: US EIAEIA’’ss vision vision alsoalso appears appears 
clouded, now and in the pastclouded, now and in the past

The old 
view--1996

A recent view: 2001Natural gas

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
1) (at the left, going clockwise) The US Energy Information Administration has a history of poor forecasts.  (The dashed blue line shows where actual production is going vs. where they projected it would go a decade ago.) 2)  NO DECLINE CURVE ever looked like the decline curve they show for the US; it is both impossible and massively misleading.  And 3) gee, wouldn’t you like to have some of that $21 oil they forecast (back in 200) would be the norm today?  They have no vision of the future; they are one of the government’s two primary voices of unrealistic optimism.�



Can a miracle bail us out?Can a miracle bail us out?

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Most folks think that technology will save our bacon.  Technology will help, but it won’t replace the flows we’ve become hooked on…and it won’t help this guy walk on water…�



BizBiz--asas--usual doesnusual doesn’’t look sustainablet look sustainable

Source : D. Hughes

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Note that Canada’s fraction of gas exported to us is in decline…�



What peak oil What peak oil isis and and isnisn’’tt……..

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Daniel Yergin, head of Cambridge Energy Research Associates and Pulitzer Prize winning author, is fond of saying:  “This is the fifth or sixth time we were supposed to run out of oil.”  This both misleads and totally misses the point: we won’t “run out” of oil during this century.  However, we will be producing only some fraction of what we produce today.�



A common frame of referenceA common frame of reference

•• 85 85 mmbmmb/day /day –– worldworld’’s daily doses daily dose
•• 21 21 mmbmmb/day /day –– USUS
•• 14 14 mmbmmb/day /day –– US transportUS transport

•• 9.4 9.4 mmbmmb/day /day –– US gasolineUS gasoline

•• 0.4 0.4 mmbmmb/day ethanol from corn/day ethanol from corn
•• ……but 0.3 but 0.3 mmbmmb/day gasoline equivalent /day gasoline equivalent 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
World’s daily oil consumption.  Then US’s daily oil consumption.  Then US transportation sector’s consumption (2/3) of oil.
The Ethanol Crowd speaks in “billons of gallons per year” which a) sounds more impressive than it is, and b) makes it difficult to compare it to the fraction it makes up of US daily liquid consumption.  We produce about 350,000 barrels per day of ethanol = 1.7% of our liquid fuels daily diet.  That is projected to hit 3% by 2010, then level off.  (More on ethanol from corn later.)�



Adaptations/mitigation

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
There is no silver bullet for our oil problem; there are, at best, silver BBs.  And there is a huge range of impacts related to pursuit of the different BBs.�



The peak oil basics: fields peak, then The peak oil basics: fields peak, then 
regions, then nationsregions, then nations……
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Alaska's peak:  1988

Prudhoe Bay extraction history

“We’re going after 
the table scraps.”

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Fields peak (+ Prudhoe), states peak, nations peak (US).  We often field the larger or “sweet spots” in a field first, then compensate by finding and producing more small ones over time.  Prudhoe Bay’s production curve was steep on the left, then leveled off due to the limitations of the pipeline and the need to produce the field at optimal rates, then it gradually, steadily declined, despite the application of the world’s best available technology, etc.�



The first nation to hit peak The first nation to hit peak 
oil; maybe 2/3s gone?oil; maybe 2/3s gone?

US oil supply 
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How do you communicate what How do you communicate what 
““2/3 of something gone2/3 of something gone”” means?means?



Eventually continents peakEventually continents peak……and and 
then the world peaks   then the world peaks   [Source: PFC Energy, 2004][Source: PFC Energy, 2004]

! ! !

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
When you add up the continent peaks, you eventually get a world peak.  This is one scenario forecast by PFC Energy, a well-respected voice in the petroleum industry.  Here they show world oil peaking within less than a decade.�



When: add regions and the world peaks 

Source: PFC Energy

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
When we add in the Middle East’s forecast production, and then total up all the continents, PFC Energy—respected energy analysts with offices scattered in the world—forecast a peak in the 2014 time frame.  Consider that a “best guess,” based on a suite of variables that are beyond anyone’s ability for forecast.  Looking at their suite of forecasts, they seem to point to a peak between 2012 and 2020.�



Serious disagreement Serious disagreement 
about about thethe““whenwhen”” questionquestion

•• Matt Simmons, chairman Matt Simmons, chairman Simmons&CoSimmons&Co
•• Dr. James Schlesinger, former Energy S. Dr. James Schlesinger, former Energy S. 
•• Sadad al Husseini, Saudi Sadad al Husseini, Saudi AramcoAramco (ret.)(ret.)
•• Tom Petrie, MerrillTom Petrie, Merrill--Lynch/PetrieLynch/Petrie
•• E.T. E.T. WesterveltWestervelt et al, Corps of Engineerset al, Corps of Engineers
•• John Hess, CEO Hess Corp.John Hess, CEO Hess Corp.
•• James James MulvaMulva, CEO ConocoPhillips, CEO ConocoPhillips
•• Christophe de Christophe de MargerieMargerie, Total (FR), Total (FR)
•• ShokiShoki GhanemGhanem, Libya, Libya’’s oil ministers oil minister
•• IFPIFP
•• Toyota; Volvo TrucksToyota; Volvo Trucks
•• Charley Maxwell, Charley Maxwell, WeedenWeeden & Co.& Co.
•• Marshall Adkins, Raymond James Assoc.Marshall Adkins, Raymond James Assoc.
•• Prof. X Pang, ChinaProf. X Pang, China’’s Petroleum s Petroleum 

UniversityUniversity
•• T. Boone PickensT. Boone Pickens
•• Bob Hirsch, The Hirsch report to DOEBob Hirsch, The Hirsch report to DOE

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
--Matt Simmons, chairman Simmons & Co. Int’l: very soon; crude and condensate probably has already peaked.
--Sadad al Husseini, ret. Saudi Aramco VP production and exploration: we’ll be on this plateau for another decade.
--Tom Petrie: probably peak below 90 mmb/day by 2010; “shocked” if we haven’t peaked by 2015.
--E.T. Westervelt et al, Army Corps of Engineers, authored peak oil study; peak is “at hand.”
--John Hess, CEO of Hess Corp. oil company; oil crisis within a decade.
--James Mulva, CEO Conoco Philips, “I don’t think we are going to see supply going over 100 mmb/day.”
--Christophe de Margerie, Total oil co, CEO: “One hundred million barrels a day is now in my view an optimistic case.”
--Shoki Ghanem, Libyan oil minister: “Supply may not increase beyond a certain level, say around 100 million barrels [a day].”
--IFP, France’s petroleum institute: in 2006, said maybe peak at 100 mmb/d by 2015; in 2007, said maybe peak at 95 mmb/d by 2010
--Toyota: goes with Peter Wells’ analysis (within a decade)
--Volvo Trucks:  within a decade
--Charley Maxwell: by 2015—”practically in our laps.”
--Marshall Adkins, Raymond James Assoc.: anticipates a world oil peak within 5 years.
--Professor X. Pang, China Petroleum University; peak around 2012.
--T.Boone Pickens: “we’ve already peaked.”
�



Source: Dr. Sadad Al Husseini, Saudi Aramco, head of exploration and 
production divisions (retired during 2004); from Oil & Money Conf. talk 10/07

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Note Sadad’s CV here.  He was a penultimate insider.�



TimingTiming: peak oil happens, 75% : peak oil happens, 75% 
probability probability between now and 2015between now and 2015

?

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Graphed by ASPO-Ireland in 2003 and published in the Oil & Gas Journal.  I’ve super-imposed what I think is a more likely scenario (since production has already exceeded the forecast).  I suspect the decline will be even more gradual than the ascent, but when deepwater oilfields die, they crash fast.�



Cohen, OilDrum, 2/4/07

CERA: unofficial leader of the Optimist Club

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
CERA Vision again.  We disagree for two reasons: 1) unconventional oil can’t flow at the rates projected here (more on this later); and 2) conventional oil doesn’t have that much room for growth, due to a wide variety of factors.�



1. Geologic 1. Geologic andand nonnon--geologic factorsgeologic factors

•• M. King Hubbert (1956)M. King Hubbert (1956)——for the for the 
big picture big picture 
–– There There areare geologic limitsgeologic limits

•• Numerous other constraints Numerous other constraints 
against expanding productionagainst expanding production

2.  Oil is geographically concentrated, 2.  Oil is geographically concentrated, 
and large producers are flaggingand large producers are flagging

10 reasons for peak oil 
sooner rather than later

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
With admirable insight, Hubbert set the table in 1956.  At that time, in his famous paper “Nuclear Energy and the Fossil Fuels,” he created the construct of peak oil for the US oil industry.  Anyone who breaks trail as he did isn’t going to get it perfectly right for those who follow along many years later, and he’s no exception.  However, he gets more than his fair share of slings and arrows from those who don’t seem to have read his work; for example, he didn’t say that the production curves had to symmetrical or that they had a single peak.  (When he presented his 1956 paper, the two states he used as examples—Ohio and Illinois—had twin peaks and showed a asymmetrical production curve.)  We credit the prize-winning Hubbert for his extraordinary original work, but we don’t focus on his formulae at this time.  Yet at the end of the day, every country will have peaked, as will the world; the timing will be determined by a host of reasons, but ultimately, when it comes to oil production, geologic limits will rule because the resource is finite, despite expanding technology, changing economics, etc. 

Increasingly, the peak oil story is playing out as a mixture of the geologic limits factor (a slowing shifting target) and non-geologic limits (a suite of factors that is growing seemingly every day).�



Top 21 countries (84%): decreasingTop 21 countries (84%): decreasing

#3 #5 #9

#10

#17

#21

When half of the 21 are in decline, oil production growth is over

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
When half the Top 21 reach peak or plateau, the era of growth will be over.�



Top 21 countries: volatile or flatTop 21 countries: volatile or flat

#1
#4

#12

#13

#14



Top 21 countries: increasingTop 21 countries: increasing

#2 #6
#7 #8

#10 #15 #16 #18

#19 #20

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Green = countries that only have a few years left of production growth before they plateau and decline.
Blue = Countries that are having discussions indicating that they may choose to reduce production in order to leave something for their grandkids.
Red = Nations that still have some years of strong growth ahead of them.
Once a few of these—especially the largest producers—slip into decline, the balance will shift from annual growth to a plateau and then decline.�



3.  3.  NonNon--OPECOPEC to peak soonto peak soon
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•Everyone agreed at 
National Academy of 
Sciences peak oil 
workshop (Oct 20-21, 
2005)

Former FSU

Non-OPEC, 
non-FSU

4. Most oil in Middle East; risks abound4. Most oil in Middle East; risks abound
•• Their resource for expanding Their resource for expanding 

production is there, but production is there, but they they 
are rethinking the needs of are rethinking the needs of 
their grandkidstheir grandkids

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Several of the OPEC nations reached an early peak during the 1970s, then constrained production per the cartel’s strategy.  Additionally, the Iraq-Iran war impacted production within OPEC.  So in most of the OPEC nations, what might have been production peaks reached by geologic limits have been completely obscured by the group’s production targets and other internal events.�



5.  Production from 5.  Production from nonnon--Gulf Gulf 
OPEC wonOPEC won’’t do the jobt do the job
• Venezuela, Nigeria, Indonesia = declining

• Angola can’t do it alone

6.  Relentless depletion6.  Relentless depletion

•• If world average decline If world average decline 
rate is 5%, we lose 4.2 rate is 5%, we lose 4.2 
million barrels/day per yearmillion barrels/day per year

•• If true, weIf true, we’’ll need 27 mbd ll need 27 mbd 
new by 2015 just to offset new by 2015 just to offset 
depletiondepletion

NOT “running out”

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The last point is least appreciated.  Several OPEC nations are internally questioning whether it is their best interests to meet the production targets forecasted for them by the US Energy Information Administration and the International Energy Agency.  Increasingly, the answer is “no.”�

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7d/Chavez_CASA_cropped_1.jpg


7. National Oil Companies hold the cards7. National Oil Companies hold the cards

•• Roughly 80% of the worldRoughly 80% of the world’’s oils oil
•• World energy power flex World energy power flex –– RussiaRussia
•• Project delays now Project delays now increasingly increasingly the normthe norm

8.  Discovery rates falling8.  Discovery rates falling
•• The big easy oil is gone (Chevron)The big easy oil is gone (Chevron)
•• Discovering less than we are producing every year Discovering less than we are producing every year 

since the midsince the mid--1980s1980s

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
--The world’s largest oil company is Saudi Aramco.  Mexico’s PEMEX produces more oil than ExxonMobil as do a number of others (Iran, the United Arab Emirates, etc.).  ExxonMobil is roughly the 13th largest oil company in the world, and the top 12 are all NOCs.
--Russia has been slowing down the flow of gas to European nations, in an effort to get former partner nations (in the former Soviet Union) to pay their fuel bills.  Russia is also effectively forcing foreign oil companies to sell large portions of their operations in Russia back to Russian-owned oil companies.
�

http://www.theoildrum.com/uploads/12/exxon_2005.jpg


9.  Domestic consumption in 9.  Domestic consumption in 
exporting countries will play a exporting countries will play a 
growing rolegrowing role

•• 2007 Russian consumption 2007 Russian consumption 
increased faster than increased faster than 
production increased, so production increased, so 
exports dropped (prelim.)exports dropped (prelim.)

•• Iran, Mexico, Venezuela in Iran, Mexico, Venezuela in 
worse situationworse situation

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
During our participation in phone teleconferences with the National Petroleum Council over the last four weeks, they appeared most impressed by this point; it didn’t sound as if they had considered it previously, though that could be an erroneous impression.�

http://www.snopes.com/photos/architecture/graphics/ski2.jpg


Peak exports Peak exports beforebefore peak oil?peak oil?



“Im-possible”

Bad data = bad decisions

The US Energy Information Admin. is the least responsible player in this 
debate, because either they won’t tell truth to power or they’re incompetent

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
We can’t have a “Thelma and Louise Curve” in which we would nearly run out overnight (ok, a couple of decades).  As movie mogul Samuel Goldwyn once said, “in two words: im-possible.” The decline will be much more gradual, due to geologic limits plus a host of other constraints. Note that the amount of oil under the im-possible dark blue curve is the same amount as under the more realistic light-blue curve; we expect the eventual curve to look like a merger between the brown curve and the light-blue curve. �



10. Unconventional petroleum 10. Unconventional petroleum 
resources wonresources won’’t impact peakt impact peak

•• Not all barrels are equal (Not all barrels are equal (““oil shaleoil shale”” is wayis way 
different from tar sands, conventional oil)different from tar sands, conventional oil)

•• Development is uncertain, expensive, Development is uncertain, expensive, 
technically arduous and slowtechnically arduous and slow

•• Other issuesOther issues
–– Timing of flowTiming of flow----mostly postmostly post--peak?peak?
–– Rates of flowRates of flow——can can slowslow but not but not offsetoffset declinesdeclines
–– Carbon/environmental footprintCarbon/environmental footprint
–– Demand for power, other infrastructureDemand for power, other infrastructure
–– Net energyNet energy

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
There appears to be a lot of dreaming by proponents, not grounded in reality, about the role that unconventional petroleum and other alternative fuels can and likely will play in the future.  That lack of grounding runs from top to bottom.  There’s nothing wrong with hope, but at some point realism needs to be grounding this line of thinking.  The “when and how much” factors aren’t reassuring and keep receding.
--Peak oil is climate change’s “evil twin.”  Several of these unconventional fuels—especially oil melted from shale and coal burned out of coal—would substantially worsen climate change per barrel of oil produced unless carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) is incorporated from the start.  Yet in the rush to develop these and other fuels, there is the distinct probability that CCS won’t occur—certainly in the early projects—due to the added cost.  However, this very political football is in play, so it remains to be seen how we proceed.  Yet even then, to melt 100,000 barrels a day from the shales of NW Colorado (by heating the rock to 600-700 degrees F for 3-4 years…after “freezing” the perimeter down to 4000’—would require the larges power plant (1,200 MW) ever built in Colorado.  �



1. Rates of production are slower (solids vs. fluids)

2. “Net-energy production” is drastically lower

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
We produce the easy, highest-quality petroleum resources first.  As we drop down the pyramid, production is slow and more energy intensive.  Those are the two key pieces in this “substitute fuels” discussion that are typically ignored: “when and how fast?�



•• Efficiency (US):Efficiency (US): 1.0 1.0 –– 1.5 1.5 mmbmmb/day by 2015/day by 2015
•• Oil from sands:       0.5 Oil from sands:       0.5 –– 1.2 1.2 mmbmmb/day more by 2015/day more by 2015
•• GasGas--toto--liquids:        0.3 to 0.4 liquids:        0.3 to 0.4 mmbmmb/day (foreign source)/day (foreign source)
•• Ethanol (US corn):  up to 0.35 Ethanol (US corn):  up to 0.35 mmbmmb/day more /day more 
•• CoalCoal--toto--liquids US:  0.1 to 0.3 mmb/dayliquids US:  0.1 to 0.3 mmb/day
•• Biodiesel US:Biodiesel US: 0 to 0.1 0 to 0.1 mmbmmb/day/day
•• Electricity* US:Electricity* US: for for PIHEVsPIHEVs: 0 to 0.2 : 0 to 0.2 mmb/dmmb/d
•• Oil from shale US:  0 to 0.1 Oil from shale US:  0 to 0.1 mmbmmb/day/day
•• Hydrogen:  zero    (25 fueling stations today)Hydrogen:  zero    (25 fueling stations today)
•• Mode shifting US:  1 to 2 Mode shifting US:  1 to 2 mmbmmb/day/day

Timing and a peak in world oil Timing and a peak in world oil 
production production by 2015by 2015 or so: how or so: how 
fast can substitutes arrive?fast can substitutes arrive?

Sources: S. Andrews’ estimates, based on public info; * = plug-in hybrids

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Mmb/d = million barrels per day.�



Energy balance (EROI) is Energy balance (EROI) is reallyreally importantimportant

Input Output

U. S. oil industry today

Ethanol from corn

Kerogen from marlstone;

oil from tar sands SAGD

Impacts and 
form matter

?
?

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Society runs on Net Energy—what’s left over after—not on Gross Energy.�



•• Texas oil 1930:Texas oil 1930:100 to 1100 to 1
•• US oil 1970:US oil 1970: 30 to 130 to 1
•• Wind today:Wind today: 18 to 118 to 1
•• US oil today: US oil today: 15 to 115 to 1
•• Ethanol ( Brazil)Ethanol ( Brazil) 8 to 18 to 1
•• Coal to liquids, gas to liquids:  5Coal to liquids, gas to liquids:  5--1 (est.)1 (est.)
•• Oil sands SAGD:Oil sands SAGD: 3 to 1  3 to 1  (mining =higher EROEI)(mining =higher EROEI)
•• Oil shale:Oil shale: 3.5 (Shell3.5 (Shell’’s fig.) to 2.0 to 1s fig.) to 2.0 to 1
•• Ethanol from cornEthanol from corn 1.5 to 1 (1.5 to 1 (aveave. . govgov’’tt figures)figures)
•• Electricity from coal:Electricity from coal: 0.35 to 10.35 to 1
•• Solar (6 to 1?), Solar (6 to 1?), nukyalurnukyalur? cellulosic ethanol? H2? ? cellulosic ethanol? H2? 

Net Energy; also known as Net Energy; also known as ““Energy Energy 
Returned on Energy InvestedReturned on Energy Invested””

Many of these have ranges.  Wind and solar vary with location.  Ethanol from corn 
varies from irrigated to non-irrigated crops. Primary source:  Cutler Cleveland, Boston Univ.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
These are rough figures.  Most are based on research over the years by Cutler Cleveland and Robert Kaufmann (Boston University) and Charlie Hall (State University of New York).  Oil sands figures come from Canadian sources.  Ethanol figures come an average of US sources (1.3 to 1.6); some sources (David Pimentel and Ted Padzek) state that the figure for ethanol for corn is less than 1 to 1.�



Leave you on an up note; you Leave you on an up note; you 
folks folks cancan do what we didndo what we didn’’t.t.

sbandrews@att.net

www.aspo-usa.com

Peak Oil News (daily; free)

Peak Oil Weekly (weekly; free)

ASPO-Sacramento conf (Sept 21-23)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The uplifting mission I was given�

mailto:sbandrews@att.net


ASPOASPO--USAUSA’’s Blueprint for Actions Blueprint for Action
•• Education  (describe the problem; get better Education  (describe the problem; get better 

data; data; BBsBBs vs. bullets; smarter landvs. bullets; smarter land--use planning, use planning, 
etc.)etc.)

•• EfficiencyEfficiency
•• Electrification of transportationElectrification of transportation
•• Change price signals and incentives (e.g. Change price signals and incentives (e.g. 

feebatesfeebates))
–– Use scienceUse science--based analysis during selectionbased analysis during selection
–– Do the hard math on Do the hard math on ““oil shale,oil shale,”” CTL, GTL, etc.CTL, GTL, etc.

•• RenewablesRenewables
•• EOREOR
•• Cellulosic ethanol: prove this up fast, or elseCellulosic ethanol: prove this up fast, or else……
•• We We havehave to talk about role of population growthto talk about role of population growth



Renewables Renewables mustmust be the futurebe the future

•• ……by definitionby definition
•• But timing/scale a challengeBut timing/scale a challenge
•• Is electricity from renewable energy yet Is electricity from renewable energy yet 

offsetting new load to the grid?offsetting new load to the grid?
•• After that, After that, thenthen liquid fuels displacement (for the liquid fuels displacement (for the 

transportation sector)transportation sector)
•• Must be paired with smarter mass transitMust be paired with smarter mass transit

–– E.g., lanes or trains to the hillsE.g., lanes or trains to the hills

http://www.calcars.org/images/photos/garcetti-clinton-full.jpg
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